UO Women in Graduate Science is now accepting applications for Graduate Student mentors in the JUMP! program

- Mentor 4 undergraduates interested in science careers
- Open to 8-12 graduate students in all areas of science
- Commitment of minimum 6 hours/quarter

Further information & application materials are available on our website: https://blogs.uoregon.edu/uowgs/jump/

Applications are due Monday, September 30 @ 3pm

The University of Oregon Women in Graduate Science (UOWGS) focuses on the professional development of women in all disciplines of science.


This program seeks to enhance the retention and interest of Undergrads in science through direct involvement with Graduate student mentors. Through this relationship, they will learn valuable personal, educational, and career skills that will allow them to excel in their Undergraduate scientific career, as well as give them insight into higher education and career opportunities in the sciences.